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The UK’s momentous vote to leave the EU marks the dawn
of an unprecedented period of uncertainty for business. The
precise nature of the UK’s future relationship with the EU and
the impact this will have for businesses on their arrangements
with consumers is currently unknown, with there being
a number of possible models for the future UK/EU trade
structure post-Brexit.
Whilst some of the UK consumer protection
regime has derived from Europe, these rights
have become part of UK law by the passing
of UK specific legislation by parliament. It
is unclear at present what approach any
future government will adopt in connection
with this existing regime. Furthermore, the
specific impact is likely to depend on how
businesses interact with customers, in which
jurisdictions these contracts are entered into,
as well as the particular sector within which a
business operates.
Brexit is unlikely to have been envisaged
by most boardrooms when setting up their
current consumer facing business and is
therefore unlikely to be expressly dealt with
in most policies, websites and terms and
conditions. Businesses offering goods, digital
content and services to consumers will need
to give careful thought to their arrangements
and understand what the Brexit impact will
be. This audit should apply to both new and
existing arrangements. So what could the
impacts be on the customer journey?
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Legal risks - there are potential impacts
across the entire customer journey. Could
Brexit amount to force majeure or trigger a
right to terminate? How are any references
to the EU likely to be interpreted postBrexit? This is more likely to be an issue for
businesses operating within a highly regulated
sector, or for those selling to customers
internationally. It will be important to
understand what you presently say on rights
to vary the goods, digital content or services,
or how they may be impacted by changes
to the consumer protection regime in the
future. Price variation wording is likely to need
careful consideration as exchange rates may
continue to fluctuate.
Commercial risks - there will be wider
commercial impacts on the consumer
journey, particularly for businesses operating
internationally. Whether the present legal
regime changes or not, it is likely that an
increasing divergence between the rights of
UK citizens compared with their European
counterparts could develop over time,
causing cost and practical issues for those
businesses looking to streamline and align
international operations.
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BREXIT PROOFING
Building on our Legal Risk
Analysis, we will suggest
strategies to mitigate the
risk in your consumer
arrangements

Consumer Law
Brexit Analysis
How we can help?
Using our Consumer Law Brexit
Risk Analysis, we can help you
answer these and other questions,
understand the potential legal and
commercial risks to your consumer
arrangements arising from Brexit
and put measures in place to protect
against those risks.

COMMERCIAL ANALYSIS
We will analyse your
existing consumer facing
arrangements and
produce a RAG report
covering each identified
commercial risk

LEGAL RISK ANALYSIS
We will review the customer journey
to evaluate how the risks identified by
the Commercial Analysis are
addressed and adjust the RAG rating
accordingly

Our Consumer Law Brexit Risk
Analysis comprises a three stage
process which can be tailored to
your business needs.
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What happens next?
For further information, please contact:

Matthew Gough
Head of Consumer Law

Kelly Holmes
Commercial Partner

Eve England
Principal Associate

T: +44 29 2047 7943
matthewgough@eversheds.com

T: +44 121 232 1234
kellyholmes@eversheds.com

T: +44 29 2047 7770
eveengland@eversheds.com

Please visit our Brexit hub:
www.eversheds.com/brexit
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